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Purpose: To develop a robust algorithm for field-mapping in the presence of water–
fat components, large B

0
 field inhomogeneities and MR signal voids and to apply 

the developed method in body applications of quantitative susceptibility mapping 
(QSM).
Methods: A framework solving the cost-function of the water–fat separation prob-
lem in a single-min-cut graph-cut based on the variable-layer graph construction con-
cept was developed. The developed framework was applied to a numerical phantom 
enclosing an MR signal void, an air bubble experimental phantom, 14 large field 
of view (FOV) head/neck region in vivo scans and to 6 lumbar spine in vivo scans. 
Field-mapping and subsequent QSM results using the proposed algorithm were 
compared to results using an iterative graph-cut algorithm and a formerly proposed 
single-min-cut graph-cut.
Results: The proposed method was shown to yield accurate field-map and suscep-
tibility values in all simulation and in vivo datasets when compared to reference 
values (simulation) or literature values (in vivo). The proposed method showed 
improved field-map and susceptibility results compared to iterative graph-cut field-
mapping especially in regions with low SNR, strong field-map variations and high 
R
∗

2
 values.

Conclusions: A single-min-cut graph-cut field-mapping method with a variable-layer 
construction was developed for field-mapping in body water–fat regions, improving 
quantitative susceptibility mapping particularly in areas close to MR signal voids.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM)1 is an MR 
technique directly probing a fundamental tissue property, 
the magnetic susceptibility. QSM is an emerging imaging 
method in the study of brain physiology,2 pathology,3 and 
function.4 QSM has been also recently applied in tissues 
outside the brain, for example, for measuring liver iron over-
load,5-7 prostatic calcifications,8 cartilage degeneration,9 
and bone density.10,11 The main premise of QSM is that it 
overcomes limitations of R∗

2
-mapping by distinguishing be-

tween para- and diamagnetic susceptibility sources, which 
would similarly result in increased R∗

2
 values.12 Furthermore, 

recent studies have shown that QSM may lead to a reduced 
dependence on the microscopic distribution of the bone mar-
row bone microstructure13 or the microscopic distribution of 
iron14 compared to R∗

2
-map.

QSM inverts the measured main magnetic field inhomo-
geneities, the so-called field-map, to the magnetic suscepti-
bility map. When applied in body regions, QSM processing 
needs to particularly address the presence of fat with its 
chemical shift effect.5 The first QSM step, the magnetic 
field-mapping, therefore connects QSM to the sub-domain 
of chemical shift encoding-based water–fat separation, which 
also can be reformulated as a field-map estimation prob-
lem.5,11,15 Field-mapping in the body can be challenging for 
mainly two reasons: (a) the presence of large background 
fields possibly due to concave geometry of the anatomy or air 
inclusions in the field of view (FOV),16 and (b) the presence 
of signal voids in regions of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
due to MR invisible or short-T2 tissues, for example, bone.17 
Field-mapping in water–fat regions relies on optimizing a 
least-squares optimization problem due to the nonlinearity of 
the field-map term.5,18,19 Most methods previously proposed 
for solving the above non-convex optimization problem have 
been investigated in terms of the achieved accuracy on the 
water- and fat-separated images and not on the field-map. In 
water–fat imaging, the field-map is typically treated as a nui-
sance parameter, whereas in QSM the field-map is of central 
importance.

Most existing approaches proposed to solve the water–
fat separation problem have been relying on a smoothness 
constraint on the field-map18,20-22 and some of them were 
incorporated in the 2012 ISMRM fat–water toolbox.23 
Algorithms formulating the water–fat separation problem as 
a graph search have been particularly successful in solving 
the constrained optimization problem using either min-cuts 
iteratively20 or single-min-cut approaches.24,25 The formula-
tion of the water–fat separation problem as a graph search 
was first introduced in the seminal work by Hernando et al.,20 
showing excellent water–fat separation results and was in-
cluded in the 2012 ISMRM fat–water toolbox. Specifically, 
for each voxel, only two field-map candidates are taken and 

a graph-cut is used to solve the cost function in a so-called 
jump move. If the cost function decreases, the field-map 
candidate is taken. This procedure is repeated until a defined 
convergence criterion is met and the method is therefore la-
beled as an iterative graph-cut approach (iGC). However, the 
original iterative graph-cut in20 does not necessarily converge 
to the global minimum of its defined cost function, smoothes 
the field-map by construction and allows for adopting only 
two-dimensional neighborhood information in the field-map 
smoothness constraint term (interslice regularization is not 
possible). A single-min-cut graph-cut can address the above 
problems of the iterative graph-cut technique and guarantees 
to find the globally optimal solution. A single-min-cut graph-
cut method, labeled as rapid globally optimal surface esti-
mation (rGOOSE)25 was recently introduced and proposed 
to restrict the field-map candidates to be only local minima 
of the voxel-wise field-map estimate. However, rGOOSE al-
lows for the same amount of minima per voxel for the whole 
volume and includes the residual error of each minima in 
the global cost function similarly to the iterative graph-cut. 
Therefore, rGOOSE is associated with long computation 
times and can in some cases miss the optimal solution due to 
its graph construction.

Therefore, the purpose of the present work is (a) to de-
velop an accelerated single-min-cut graph-cut algorithm 
for field-mapping in the presence of water–fat using a vari-
able-layer graph construction and (b) to demonstrate the 
advantages of the developed field-mapping technique when 
applied for body QSM in the presence of large background 
fields and signal voids. The ability of the proposed vari-
able-layer graph-cut (vlGC) based algorithm to overcome 
limitations of current state-of-the-art body field-mapping 
methods is particularly examined with simulations and in 
vivo measurements of body QSM.

2 |  THEORY

2.1 | Cost function of the water–fat 
separation problem

Assuming the widely used single-R∗

2
 multi-fat-peak water–fat 

voxel signal model,26,27 the complex signal at the n-th echo is 

with t1, t2, . . . , tN the different echo times, fB the local fre-
quency shift due to static field inhomogeneity and �W and �F 
the complex signal of the water and fat components assuming 
to have an equal transverse relaxation rate R∗

2
. The fat spectrum 

(1)
smodel(tn)=

(

�W+cn�F

)

e�tn , � = i2�fB−R∗

2

cn =

P
∑

p= 1
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P
∑

p= 1

ap =1,
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is assumed to have P spectral peaks with corresponding rel-
ative amplitudes ap and chemical shift Δfp. The above signal 
model can be rewritten into its matrix representation24,28: 

When the fat spectrum and its relative amplitudes are as-
sumed to be known, the remaining unknown parameters are 
obtained by minimizing the least-squares error between the 
model and the measured data: 

Since the above voxel-wise minimization problem depends 
on many parameters the VARPRO19 approach is used to de-
couple them. Specifically, the above least-squares error is min-
imized with respect to some of the variables by assuming the 
others to be fixed. Minimizing the above cost function with  
respect to the complex water and fat signal �0 assuming γ to be 
fixed, the signal estimates as �0

= (ΨT

�Ψ� )−1
Ψ

T

�y. Substituting 
�

0 back in Equation (3), and solving for γ, we obtain24: 

To obtain a cost function that is only dependent on fB the 
above expression can again be minimized with respect to R∗

2
 24: 

However, minimizing (fB) voxel by voxel is undesirable, be-
cause   has several local and global minima,18,29 is non-con-
vex, periodic in the field-map dimension and sensitive to noise. 
Therefore, a penalized maximum likelihood cost function is em-
ployed and minimized allowing to impose spatial smoothness: 

where fB(r) is the field-map. At each voxel r, field-map values 
are restricted to only local minimizers of (fB(r)). The restric-
tion to only local minimizers solely enforces the data consis-
tency. N(r) is the voxel neighborhood that has to be selected. 
Furthermore, the minimization of Equation (6) is restricted to 
signal only regions by setting: 

where T is a threshold which needs to be chosen appropriately 
and MIPTE is the the maximum intensity projection of the sig-
nal over echo times.

2.1.1 | The sampling interval of the voxel 
independent field-mapping estimate

The voxel maximum likelihood estimate Equation (5) is peri-
odic in the field-map dimension for equidistant echo times tn 
with a period length of: 

where ΔTE is the echo time step. This is the bandwidth of the 
field-map that should at least be sampled to obtain every exist-
ing local and global minima per voxel. The number of minima 
at each voxel depends on the fat model, the number of recorded 
echoes and the measured signal.

When two adjacent voxels v1, v2 whose signal only differs 
in their field-map value fB1

, fB2
 are considered, the sampling 

bandwidth of Equation (8) needs to be extended to: 

to ensure that every minima at each voxel is correctly encoded 
into the graph without a false value in the penalization term. If 
the sampling interval was chosen too small, a minima would 
be wrapped around to the other end of the interval due to the 
periodicity in the field-map dimension.

The above idea can be generalized to an arbitrary number 
of voxels: 

where max(̂fB) and min(̂fB) are the maximum and minimum 
value of the global field-map estimate, respectively.

The sampling interval is finally defined as the above total 
bandwidth centered around zero: 

3 |  METHODS

A novel field-mapping algorithm was first developed based 
on a variable-layer graph construction concept and the novel 
formulation of the data consistency as introduced in Equation 
(6). The developed method was then applied to a numerical 
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phantom, an experimental phantom, in vivo large FOV head/
neck scans and in vivo spine scans and compared to the state-
of-the-art iGC method from20 as included in the ISMRM fat–
water toolbox23 and the previously proposed single-min-cut 
graph-cut rGOOSE method.25

3.1 | Proposed single-min-cut variable-layer 
graph-cut algorithm

The maximum intensity projection across echoes MIPTE, 
thresholded at 5% of its maximum value, was used to distin-
guish between signal and no-signal regions for the mask (see 
Equation 7). In the calculation of the VARPRO residual, a 
sampling step size of 2 Hz was used, defined empirically in 
order to keep the discretization error reasonably small.19 The 
residual was computed over the period defined in Equation 
(8) and replicated until it matched the sampling interval de-
fined in Equation (11). To determine the sampling interval, 
max(̂fB) and min(̂fB) in Equation (10) needed to be estimated. 
This was done by choosing the central slice of the volume 
and using a large sampling interval such that the range of 
field-map values in the slice lies within this interval. The 
proposed vlGC was subsequently applied on the central slice 
with the large sampling interval and max(̂fB) and min(̂fB) were 
extracted. The voxel-wise residuals were then computed for 
the whole volume for the sampling interval determined by 
max(̂fB) and min(̂fB). All local and global minima per voxel 
were finally extracted using matlab (R2017b, MathWorks) 
built-in functions.

The minimization of the global maximum likelihood cost 
function defined in Equation (6) can be transformed into a 
surface estimation problem using the graph-cut algorithm in-
troduced in.30 The graph-cut algorithm in30 was designed for 
graphs with irregularly sampled spacings and a convex reg-
ularization term (quadratic distance measure in the present 
setting) and hence guarantees the convergence to the global 

minimum of Equation (6). The ability of the algorithm to in-
corporate irregularly sampled spacings is necessary since the 
frequency distance of the extracted local and global minima 
in the present problem is typically not equidistant. Based on 
the cost function values for the set of local minima at each 
voxel, the graph was constructed. Since each node needs to 
be identifiable, each node was assigned with a distinct identi-
fication number (ID). The order x, y, z, frequency was used to 
create a node index array. Lists with all edges were next cal-
culated and transformed into a equivalent sparse adjacency 
matrix, which fully defined the graph. Figure 1 shows an ex-
ample of the constructed graph for two adjacent voxels. Edges 
between nodes were calculated according to.30 The matlab-
implementation of the Boykov-Kolmogorov max-flow al-
gorithm was applied on the constructed graph. The above 
algorithm was found to be most efficient to solve graph-cut 
problems like the mapping of a cost function similar to the 
proposed global cost function.31 Boykov-Kolmogorov max-
flow algorithm returned the max-flow in the network (which 
was of no further interest) and two lists of node IDs belong-
ing either to the source or to the terminal node. The graph 
was constructed based on the convention introduced in30 that 
the highest ID in a voxel belonging to the subset of the source 
was the searched solution.

3.2 | Speed comparison

The vlGC was compared to the former proposed single- 
min-cut graph-cut algorithm rGOOSE.25 Therefore, the three 
central slices of a head/neck region were selected (please see 
below for details). The vlGC was applied to obtain a refer-
ence field-map and run-time. The rGOOSE method was 
repeatedly applied to the dataset while increasing the num-
ber of layers at each iteration from 1 to 30. The resulting 
run-time was normalized with the run-time from the vlGC 
to increase system comparability. Since the absolute error is 

F I G U R E  1  Variable-layer graph construction in 2 adjacent voxels arbitrarily extracted from one lumbar spine dataset. The voxel-wise field-
mapping estimate (fB) is sampled over the same interval in both voxels, resulting in 2 and 3 minima, respectively, as illustrated in the left and 
right plots. From (fB) only the local minima are extracted and encoded in the graph as illustraded in the center plot. The edges in the graph are 
calculated according to30
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of no interest, the error between the reference and the field-
map yielded by rGOOSE was determined by computing the 
normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) between both 
and rescaling it into % of its maximum value. The methods 
were run on a 2017’s iMac with a 4.2 GHz CPU (Intel Core 
i7, 7700, 4 processors) and 32 GiB RAM. Additionally, the 
run-time of the iGC, the rGOOSE method, and the vlGC 
were measured for the field-map estimation of the numerical 
phantom with the sharp air-tissue interface (please see details 
below).

3.3 | Air bubble phantom: Numerical 
simulation and experimental measurement

To investigate the behavior of the developed field-map-
ping method close to signal voids (eg air inclusions), a 
numerical phantom with an air bubble in the center, sur-
rounded by a tissue with fat fraction of 30% was set 
up. A FOV=128 × 128 × 60 mm3, an isotropic voxel  
size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 and a single R∗

2
= 40Hz for the whole 

volume were used. The radius of the air bubble was set to 
r = 20 mm. The phantom generation was performed twice: 
once with a sharp air-tissue interface and once with a smooth 
air-tissue interface. By applying a Gaussian filter with a 
standard deviation of σ = 6 and a mean of μ = 0 the inter-
face from air to tissue was smoothed out to have a continuous 
transition. A χ-map with �air = 9 ppm and � fat = 0.6 ppm in 
reference to �water = 0 was created. In the area of the tran-
sition, Wiedemanns additive law was used to calculate the 
χ values accordingly.32 Wiedemanns additive law states 
that the overall magnetic susceptibility of a mixture is the 
weighted sum of the magnetic susceptibilities of the constitu-
ents. A corresponding field-map was then forward simulated. 
With the echo times TE = [2.2, 3.4, 4.6, 5.8, 7.0, 8.2] ms, a 
field strength of 3 T and a multi-peak fat model specific to 
bone marrow33 the signal was also forward simulated using 
the signal model displayed in Equation (1).

The numerical phantom signal values were used to evalu-
ate the performance of the iGC algorithm and of the developed 
single-min-cut graph-cut algorithm first for field-mapping. 
The computed field-maps were subsequently used for QSM 
processing. The QSM processing used for the dipole inver-
sion a closed-form �2-regularized algorithm without data 
weighting as in.34 Field-mapping and QSM processing were 
performed for both the phantom with the smooth air-tissue 
interface and the phantom with the sharp air-tissue interface. 
The field-mapping results comparison was based on the re-
sults from the phantom with the smooth air-tissue interface 
to especially examine partial volume effects close to signal 
voids. The QSM comparison was based on the results from 
the phantom with the sharp air-tissue interface to assure edge 
preservation.

To validate the numerical simulation, an air bubble 
phantom was built consisting of an air-containing ball with 
a thin plastic shell and a radius of r = 20 mm placed in the 
center of a large water reservoir. Scanning was performed 
on a 3  T scanner (Ingenia, Philips Healthcare, Release 
5.4, Best, The Netherlands) using a monopolar time-in-
terleaved multi-echo gradient echo sequence,35 acquiring 
6 echoes with 3 echoes per interleave. TEmin = 1.12  ms, 
ΔTE = 0.98 ms, orientation = coronal, readout direction =  
feet-head, and an isotropic acquisition voxel size of 
1.5 mm in every dimension. The phantom was repeatedly 
scanned varying the shimming parameters from no shim-
ming to only a linear shimming field in z-direction of 
B0,shimming(z) = [0.2, 0.4, 0.6]  mT/m. To obtain susceptibil-
ity maps the pipeline of the numerical simulation was used 
in addition to the Laplacian boundary value method36 to 
remove the background fields.

3.4 | In vivo measurements

The vlGC was applied to in vivo scans of both healthy volun-
teers and patients. Approval by the institutional review board 
(Klinikum Rechts der Isar, Technical University of Munich, 
Munich, Germany) was granted beforehand and informed 
written consent was obtained from all scanned volunteers 
and patients. Scanning was performed on the aforementioned 
3 T scanner.

Specifically, 14 scans of the head/neck region of healthy 
volunteers, scans of the lumbar spine of 4 healthy volunteers 
and scans of the lumbar spine of two osteoporotic patients 
were evaluated.

The head/neck region was selected as a region with 
large B0 inhomogeneities to assess the performance of 
the vlGC in field-mapping of regions with a rapidly spa-
tially varying field-map. A monopolar multi-echo gra-
dient echo sequence with 3 echoes acquired in a single 
TR was used35 with TEmin = 1.06  ms, ΔTE  =  1.59  ms, 
orientation = coronal, readout direction = feet-head, 
FOV = 480 × 480 × 224 mm3 and acquisition voxel size =  
2 × 2 × 4 mm3.

The lumbar spine was selected to assess the performance 
of the vlGC on field-mapping used for subsequent QSM 
processing. For the spine scans, the aforementioned mo-
nopolar time-interleaved multi-echo gradient echo sequence 
was used. For the osteoporotic spine, imaging parameters 
were set to TEmin =1.33 ms, ΔTE = 1.08 ms, orientation =  
sagittal, readout direction = anterior-posterior, FOV = 
220 × 220 × 79.2 mm3, acquisition voxel size of 1.8 mm3 
isotropic and for the healthy spines to TEmin = 1.12  ms, 
ΔTE = 0.87 ms, orientation = sagittal, readout direction = 
anterior-posterior, FOV = 220 × 220 × 79.2 mm3 and acqui-
sition voxel size of 1.8mm3 isotropic. For QSM processing 
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in the lumbar vertebral column region, an algorithm with 
joint background field removal and dipole inversion was used 
solving the following �1 total-variation regularized optimiza-
tion problem37: 

where fB is the field-map estimate, the Larmor frequency �
2�

B0, 
dipole kernel d, magnitude weighting W, and a MEDI-like edge 
regularization damping M.1 The joint background field and di-
pole inversion method has been chosen since it does not require 
the definition of a background and foreground region-of-inter-
est in order to perform the background field removal. To eval-
uate the quantitative performance of the performed QSM, the 
susceptibility values of the spinous process cortical bone region 
were determined in all subjects. Specifically, the ROIs were 
manually drawn in the cortical bone sites of the spinous process 
at the level of the L3 lumbar vertebral body. In addition, one 
subject was re-positioned and re-scanned to assess the repeat-
ability of the estimated spinous process magnetic susceptibility.

3.5 | In vivo field-mapping 
consistency check

An obvious challenge while comparing the performance of 
different field-mapping methods in vivo is the absence of 
an established gold-standard measurement of the field-map. 
A heuristic method to verify correct field-mapping is the 

examination of the water–fat separated images, as applied in 
previous works. Given anatomical prior knowledge, it should 
be known which anatomy is mainly water- or fat-containing. 
Based on the above knowledge, the corresponding water–fat 
images were checked if the separation has correctly worked. 
All head/neck datasets processed with both the iGC and the 
vlGC were visually rated and categorized in results with 
and without water–fat swaps, where regions in the heart and 
only a few voxels close to the object boundaries were not 
regarded. The overall counts of datasets with and without 
residual water–fat swaps served as a more global metric on 
how the vlGC performed in a challenging anatomy across all 
14 datasets.

4 |  RESULTS

4.1 | Speed comparison

Figure 2 compares the computational speed of the rGOOSE 
method to the speed of the vlGC. The three central slices of 
one head/neck region were selected for the speed comparison. 
With increasing number of layers the run-time of rGOOSE 
drastically increases and the difference between the field-
map obtained by the rGOOSE compared to the field-map ob-
tained by the vlGC decreases. The difference between the two 
methods becomes minimal from 22 layers, where the com-
putational time for the rGOOSE is 14 times longer than the 
computational time for the vlGC. In absolute time units, the 
rGOOSE requires 1 hr 31 mins and the vlGC requires 7 mins.

4.2 | Air bubble phantom: Numerical 
simulation and experimental measurement

Figure 3 compares the field-mapping accuracy of the different 
methods in the numerical phantom. The field-map obtained by 
the iGC shows significant errors particular close to the signal 
void in the center of the volume (region with a small MR signal 
due to the simulated partial voluming effect) and a strong ring-
shaped artifact reaching to the borders of the volume. The field-
map from the iGC shows primarily larger errors in regions with 
small MR signal. The field-map obtained by the vlGC shows 
errors smaller than the field-map discretization step through-
out the volume. The field-mapping errors propagate into the 
water–fat separated images. The error maps of the water–fat 
separated images from the iGC show a ring-shaped artifact, 
similar to the field-map, and largest errors close to the signal 
void. The above errors of the iGC lead to a significant false es-
timation of the water and fat components and to partial swaps, 
whereas the vlGC shows negligible errors and no swaps.

The first row of Figure 4 shows the field-maps of the iGC, 
rGOOSE and the vlGC in the sharp boundary numerical 
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F I G U R E  2  Speed comparison of the vlGC to a previously 
proposed single-min-cut graph-cut method (rGOOSE).25 The 
underlying dataset is one of the head/neck datasets. With increasing 
layers in rGOOSE the resulting field-map converges to the field-map 
of the vlGC. When the difference between the two methods becomes 
minimal, rGOOSE takes 14 times as long as the vlGC. In25 it was 
suggested to use 8 layers in the graph, this point is indicated in the plot 
and represents a suboptimal solution
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phantom. The field-map of the iGC method follows the ref-
erence starting at the periphery of the volume until a certain 
point close to the boundary with the signal void and the er-
rors become then significant until the center of the volume. 
The field-map of rGOOSE follows the reference for a wider 
spatial extent but also fails very close to the signal void on 
one side of the air-tissue interface. Only the field-map of the 
vlGC follows the reference for the whole volume.

The second row of Figure 4 shows the closed-form �2-reg-
ularized dipole inversion results for the different field-maps 
plotted in the first row of Figure 4. The magnetic susceptibil-
ity results based on the vlGC are much closer to the ground 
truth and show greatly reduced streaking artifacts. The cor-
responding line plot show that the χ-maps based on the iGC 
method drastically overshoot outside and inside the air-con-
taining signal void. While there is still a significant under-
estimation of χ values outside the signal void, the results 
based on rGOOSE already show a significant improvement 

over the iGC. However, the field-map jump close to the in-
terface clearly introduces artifacts in the susceptibility map. 
The vlGCs χ-maps are closest to the reference, compared to 
the iGC and the rGOOSE method. Figure 5 shows that the 
simulation depicted in Figure 4 are in close agreement with 
the experimental measurements of the air bubble phantom. 
Furthermore, the vlGC is significantly more robust to the 
strong background field variations introduced by the shiming 
fields and yields comparable susceptibility values at different 
shimming settings. The QSM results based on the iGC sig-
nificantly overestimate the susceptibility of air and include 
large errors at strong background fields

4.3 | In vivo results

Figure 6 shows the field-mapping results and the corre-
sponding water–fat separated images in one large-FOV 

F I G U R E  3  Field-mapping (first row), water- (second row) fat (third row) separation results of the numerical phantom with smooth air-tissue 
interface at the central slice using the iGC and the vlGC. The first column shows the reference water and fat images, the second column shows the 
difference of the results from the iGC to the reference, and the third column shows difference of the results from the vlGC to the reference. The 
field-mapping errors in the numerical phantom propagate into water–fat separation, where the error in the iGC method becomes up to 61%, while 
for the proposed vlGC it stays below 1.4% in the whole volume
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head/neck scan. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dy-
namic range of 5340 Hz on the shown field-map, without an 
additional unwrapping step, resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The volu-
metric field-mapping data from the head/neck region of 14 
subjects are provided as Supporting Information Video S1-
S14. The visual reading of the 14 head/neck datasets yields 
swaps in the results by the iGC in all subjects obtained by 
the iGC. Furthermore, the location of the swaps changes 
significantly along the slice direction. The vlGC shows 
water–fat swaps in 3 subjects.

Figure 7 shows a lumbar spine with an intradiscal air in-
clusion. The derived χ-map based on the field-map of the 
vlGC reveals the true underlying paramagnetic property of 
the air-like gas (of the order of 9.4 ppm). The χ-map based on 
the field-map of the iGC indicates a paramagnetic suscepti-
bility source. The presence of the air-inclusion was verified 
on a computed tomography (CT) scan. The CT scan showed 
an additional calcification on the top of the FOV, which also 
results in an MR signal void in the corresponding image of the 
magnitude of the first echo. QSM based on both field-map-
ping methods is able to correctly estimate the diamagnetic 
property of the calcification.

Figure 8 shows field-mapping and QSM results of a sec-
ond lumbar spine scan with the trabecular bone structure of 
a spinous process as the region-of-interest (arrow). The esti-
mated QSM maps show first that the field-map estimated by 
the iGC was very smooth when compared to the vlGC and 

second that the smoothed field-map translated to a significant 
underestimation of the susceptibility values of the cortical 
bone structure in the ROI.

Figure 9 shows the results of the mean magnetic suscepti-
bility value analysis of the spinous process cortical bone region 
of the L3 vertebra in the lumbar spine of the 4 scanned volun-
teers. QSM based on the vlGC yields susceptibility values that 
are significantly closer to the literature value of cortical bone 
than QSM based on the iGC. Furthermore, in a repeatability 
experiment in one subject the mean susceptibility value within 
the ROI was stable when using the field-map from the vlGC.

5 |  DISCUSSION

The present work aimed to develop a method for improved 
field-mapping in challenging anatomical water–fat regions and 
to particularly apply the developed method in body applica-
tions of QSM. Specifically, this work first proposed a global 
penalized maximum likelihood cost function with a novel for-
mulation to enforce the data consistency and then introduced 
the solution of the cost function using a single-min-cut graph-
cut on a variable-layer graph that allows to select the same 
field-map range for each voxel. The work then examined the 
effect of the field-mapping accuracy on the estimated mag-
netic susceptibility in particular close to MR signal voids and 
applied the developed field-mapping method in body QSM of 
regions enclosing water, fat, and MR signal voids.

F I G U R E  4  Field-mapping (first row) and QSM (second row) results of the numerical simulation with sharp air-tissue interface of an MR-
invisible air bubble in an environment with 30% fat fraction using a simple closed-form �

2
-regularized dipole inversion. The time given below each 

method’s name represents the run-time of the respective method. The first column shows the reference field- and susceptibility-map, the second 
column shows the results from the iGC, the third column shows the results from the rGOOSE and the fourth column the results from the vlGC and 
the fifth column shows line plots for the field-mapping and susceptibility-map for all methods. Compared to the iGC the vlGC is able to greatly 
reduce streaking by correctly estimating field-map values close to the signal void and the shape of the sphere is preserved while the computational 
cost is only reasonably increased. The rGOOSE is already performing significantly better in the parameter estimation than the iterative graph-cut. 
However, it suffers from its graph construction leading to a long run-time and a accidental rejection of the correct field-map solution close the 
signal void in the algorithms default settings
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Since the vlGC will always find the global minimum of 
the cost function,30 the correct estimation of the field-map 
and the occurrence of resulting water–fat swaps only de-
pend on the design of the cost function. Consequently, the 
proposed field-mapping method introduces some important 
novel features for solving the water–fat problem using graph-
cuts. First, the vlGC algorithm enforces the data consistency 
solely by the extraction of the minima from the voxel-wise 

estimates. In the iGC and in the rGOOSE methods,20,25 the 
voxel-wise residual is used for data consistency. The pres-
ently proposed enforcement of the data consistency by ex-
tracting only the local minima equalizes the significance of 
all voxels in the volume in reference to the smoothness con-
straint. The ability of the vlGC to find the global minimum 
of the cost function potentially comparing a manifold of 
voxel-wise solutions is a strong advantage when compared 

F I G U R E  5  Field-mapping (first two rows) and QSM (last two rows) results of the experimental air bubble phantom with sharp air-water 
interface and varying shim fields. The iGC is challenged in estimating the sharp boundary of the phantom estimating non-physical values within 
the signal void. Furthermore, the iGC is only able to pick up the background field variation for the first shim field setting of 0.2 mT/m and is 
showing wraps at higher shim field settings. The difference of the vlGC field-map and of the iGC field-map for the first shim setting is in the order 
of 440 Hz and refers to a total swap for the iGC. QSM based on the vlGC yields homogeneous and robust results for all shim field strengths while 
slightly underestimating the susceptibility within the air inclusion. QSM based on the iGC shows a strong dependence on the underlying shim field 
strength
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to the iGC. In the iGC, for each voxel only two field-map 
candidates are taken and a graph-cut is used to solve the 
cost function value in a so-called jump move. If the cost 
function decreases, the field-map candidate is taken. This 
procedure is repeated until a defined convergence criterion 
is met. In contrast to the vlGC, the iGC needs to perform 
several graph-cuts in several jump move steps. While each 
graph-cut is guaranteed to find the globally optimal solution 
to the corresponding binary sub-problem, this is not neces-
sarily true for the global cost function. Furthermore, since 
in the iGC the candidates are not restricted to be only local 
minima of the voxel-wise field-map estimate, the field-map 
estimation is inherently dependent on the use of an addi-
tional data consistency term.

Second, the vlGC requires an a priori defined field-map 
sampling interval. Specifically, the present work first defined 
an optimal sampling interval over which the voxel-wise cost 
function Equation (5) needs to be sampled in order to obtain 
phase unwrapped field-map solutions in the whole volume. 
Overestimating the size of the field-map sampling interval 
still leads to the global minimum of the cost function, but with 
a longer run-time of the graph routine. Since f̂B is unknown, 
finterval = |max(̂fB)−min(̂fB)| must be estimated with prior 

knowledge. Since overestimating the size of the sampling 
interval f still leads to the global minimum of the cost func-
tion, one can choose the sampling interval in this first step 
arbitrarily large. For f> finterval+n ⋅ fperiod, n∈ℕ, Equation (6) 
becomes periodic with n+1 solutions. Since the graph-cut al-
gorithm will yield only one solution, the graph-cut solution 
can lead to field-maps not centered around zero but in a dif-
ferent period of the field-map estimate. Which exact solution 
is yielded simply depends on rounding and numerical errors. 
However, all above solutions are correct and can be brought 
into the same period centered around zero by computing the 
mean of the field-map estimate modulo the period length.

Third, the vlGC uses a graph construction enabling ac-
celerated computations. The introduced advancements in 
the graph construction related to the variable-layer archi-
tecture and the inclusion to the graph of signal-only regions 
lead to the smallest possible size of the graph for a given 
a priori known sampling interval ftotal. After the field-map 
sampling interval is defined, it is important to point out that 
the variable-layer graph architecture significantly reduces 
the number of nodes per voxel compared to formerly pro-
posed single-min-cut graph-cut algorithms. Usually, in re-
gions with high SNR there are only two minima per period 

F I G U R E  6  Field-mapping (first column) and water- (second column) fat (third column) separation results in a large FOV head/neck 
region scan. The first row shows the results from the iGC and the second row the results from the vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large 
dynamic range of 5340 Hz on the shown field-map resolving even the very rapid field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields a 
significantly reduced dynamic range and shows phase-wraps. The phase-wraps propagate into the water–fat separated images (arrows). Similar 
datasets are provided in the supplementary material as videos showing the methods comparison across slices
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in . Only in voxels with low SNR there are commonly 
more. Compared to GOOSE24 and rGOOSE,25 the size of 
the graph using the vlGC can be reduced by approximately 
a factor of 50 and 4 for voxels with high SNR, respectively, 
and by factor of 200 and 16 for voxels with low SNR, re-
spectively. Such a reduction in the graph size results in a 
decrease of the required run-time by an order of magnitude. 
However, in the case of strong background field-map vari-
ations as shown in Figure 6 the vlGC could potentially be 
combined with a phase-unwrapping methods such as38 or 
coarse to fine grid approaches as used in39 in order to further 
reduce the run-time. The variable-layer graph construction 
is also a significant advantage over the rGOOSE method 
that only allows for the same amount of minima per voxel 
for the whole volume. However, when the same field-map 
range is sampled for the voxel-wise field-map estimate, the 
number of minima in a voxel depends on the SNR and can 
consequently vary voxel by voxel. Although rGOOSE guar-
antees convergence to its global minimum, the restriction 
in the graph-construction can lead either to an accidental 

miss of the correct voxel field-map estimate or to a signifi-
cant increase in run-time making the method infeasible for 
clinical datasets of large sizes. Furthermore, the vlGC has 
been demonstrated to be able to directly yield non-wrapped 
field-maps. An accurate and inherently non-wrapped field-
map is particularly important for quantitative susceptibility 
mapping. Field-map errors and wraps are expected to trans-
late in strong susceptibility artifacts.16 Since QSM is based 
on the field-map estimate, errors in the field-map estimation 
propagate into the susceptibility maps as demonstrated in 
Figures 4 and 5. Using the proposed method, an erroneous 
algorithmic step in the QSM processing pipeline can be cir-
cumvented. It has also been demonstrated that despite the 
long-range effect of the dipole field and the corresponding 
kernel,1 field-map values at the border to an MR signal void 
containing a strong susceptibility source like air are import-
ant to map correctly in order to obtain correct susceptibility 
values. Correct field-map values at a certain distance to the 
signal void and data weighting are not sufficient. Therefore, 
it becomes essential to accurately estimate field-map values 

F I G U R E  7  Field-mapping (first row) and susceptibility (second row) results in a pathological lumbar spine with a calcification at the top of 
the FOV and a intradiscal gas inclusion at the bottom leading to an MR signal void region, both highlighted by arrows. The first column shows 
the magnitude of the first echo , the second column shows the results from the iGC, the third column shows the result from the vlGC, and the last 
column shows line plots over the intradiscal gas inclusion. All susceptibility maps can correctly estimate the calcification to be diamagnetic. The 
line profiles over the intradiscal gas inclusion illustrate the significantly different values yielded by the iGC and the vlGC in this region. Only the 
vlGC is able to reveal the true underlying paramagnetic property of the air-like gas (of the order of 9.4 ppm). The susceptibility map based on the 
field-maps of the iGC falsely indicates the air inclusion to be mainly diamagnetic. The result is verified by the CT scan
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as close as possible to an MR signal void. This conclusion 
is supported by the spine with an intradiscal air inclusion. 
QSM based on the vlGC is able to reveal the strong para-
magnetic susceptibility value of the air-like gas. The correct 
estimation of the air inclusion magnetic susceptibility was 
not achieved with the field-maps of the iGC. Furthermore, 
the vlGC is able to estimate susceptibility values much 
closer to the literature value in a cortical bone region-of-in-
terest in several subjects as shown in Figures 8 and 9.

The present work has some limitations. In order to bene-
fit from the full 3D neighborhood information, the graph for 
the whole volume needs to be loaded into the RAM, which 
can be in the order of several 10  GiB. Furthermore the 
graph-cut itself is intrinsically not parallelizable without the 
loss of accuracy40-42 and the run-time drastically scales with 
the number of nodes. Due to possible computation time re-
strictions with big datasets, a chunked minimization can be 
applied, which does not only minimize partial volumes (eg, 
slices) independently, but applies the smoothness constraint 
from Equation (6) from one chunk to the adjacent. A more 
detailed description of the chunked minimization is pro-
vided in the supplementary material. However, the run-time 
for a clinical relevant dataset like in the presented lumbar 

F I G U R E  9  Mean magnetic susceptibility value analysis of the 
spinous process cortical bone region-of-interest at the L3 in 4 subjects 
as well as a repeatability test of the fourth subject by re-positioning and 
re-scanning the subject. QSM based on the iGC yields in all subjects 
a significant underestimation of susceptibility values of cortical bone 
while susceptibility values based on the vlGC are significantly closer 
to the literature value

F I G U R E  8  Field-mapping (first row) and susceptibility (second row) results in the spinous process cortical bone region-of-interest (arrows). The 
first column shows the magnitude of the first echo, the second column shows the results from the iGC, the third column shows the result from the vlGC, 
and the last column shows line plots over the cortical bone region. QSM based on the vlGC is able to estimate the literature susceptibility value of bone 
of approximately -2 ppm at the spinous process while the QSM based on the iGC yields significantly reduced susceptibility values of only −1 ppm
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spine is in the reasonable order of 5 minutes. Second, the 
selection of the size of the neighborhood N(r) of the global 
cost function has not been optimized. The 6-connected von 
Neumann voxel neighborhood including the adjacent voxel 
in x-, y-, z-direction was presently used but a 26-neighbor-
hood would be also possible. A larger neighborhood trans-
lates into an increased importance of the spatial smoothness 
term in Equation (6), which has to be considered. Since only 
local minima that have a predefined distance in frequency 
are extracted, the global optimal field-map is piece-wise 
constant with respect to the size of the penalization term 
and therefore the global minimum might not be effected. 
Third, studies on field-map and QSM generally have the 
limitations that results can only heuristically be evaluated 
in the water–fat domain or be compared to literature values 
for susceptibility values. The present work showed that the 
present methodology yields robust field-map and suscepti-
bility results in numerical simulations of air-tissue geome-
tries, in a phantom scanned at different settings and in vivo 
spine measurements. However, the present methodology 
would strongly benefit from a large scale validation of its 
performance in estimating magnetic susceptibility in further 
body QSM applications.

6 |  CONCLUSION

A single-min-cut graph-cut field-mapping method with a 
variable-layer construction was proposed for field-mapping 
in body water–fat regions. The proposed method shows the 
following significant improvements over an iterative graph-
cut field-mapping method: (a) it can resolve strong field-
mapping variations close to MR signal voids, (b) it performs 
significantly better in regions with strong field-map varia-
tion and high R∗

2
 values, (c) it can directly yield non-smooth 

field-maps like a voxel-wise method, and (d) it significantly 
improves subsequently performed quantitative susceptibility 
mapping particularly in areas close to MR signal voids.
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VIDEO S1. Volunteer 1: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S2. Volunteer 2: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S3. Volunteer 3: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
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in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S4. Volunteer 4: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S5. Volunteer 5: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S6. Volunteer 6: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S7. Volunteer 7: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S8. Volunteer 8: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 

of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction.
VIDEO S9. Volunteer 9: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S10. Volunteer 10: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S11. Volunteer 11: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S12. Volunteer 12: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction
VIDEO S13. Volunteer 13: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scan. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 
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shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in 
the iGC results strongly varies along slice direction. The 
vlGC and the iGC show a water–fat swap in the upper part 
of the brain
VIDEO S14. Volunteer 14: Field-mapping (first column) and 
water– (second column) fat (third column) separation results 
in large FOV head/neck region scans. The first row shows the 
results from the iGC and the second row the results from the 
vlGC. The vlGC is able to resolve the large dynamic range 
of the field-map in the subject resolving even the very rapid 
field-map variation at the bottom of the FOV. The iGC yields 
a significantly reduced dynamic range of the field-map and 

shows water–fat swaps. The location of water–fat swaps in the 
iGC results strongly varies along slice direction. The vlGC and 
the iGC show a water–fat swap in the upper part of the brain
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